Are you still preparing your own Ficoll®-Hypaque® solution for lymphocyte separation?

Bionetics does it for you. We call it LSM Solution.

- Each lot is pre-tested prior to release for:
  - Lymphocyte recovery
  - Lymphocyte viability
  - Sterility
- Consistent density for reproducible results
- Conveniently packaged in cartons of five 100 ml amber screw-cap bottles
- Economical
- Immediate availability

For additional information please direct inquiries to:
Richard D. Eisenberg, Marketing Manager

BIONETICS Laboratory Products
5516 Nicholson Lane, Kensington, Maryland 20795
Telephone: (301) 881-5600
Ferritin Conjugate

**KIT** containing

- 5 ml Ferritin Conjugated Rabbit Anti-Human IgG
- 1 ml Goat Anti-Rabbit Gamma Globulin
- 1 ml Rabbit Anti-Horse Ferritin
- 0.5 ml Horse Ferritin
- 0.5 ml Rabbit Gamma Globulin

$85.00

Ferritin Conjugate Kits also available containing antiserums conjugated to your special needs.

Specialists in Fluorescein, Rhodamine, Ferritin and Peroxidase Conjugations.

cappel laboratories, inc.
DOWNINGTOWN, PA. 19335, U.S.A.
phone: (215) 269-0275 (215) 269-0500
Everything about our new cytophotometric counters is revolutionary.

What they do: Count (if that's all you require), size, differentiate, identify and characterize cells, and measure cell constituents, routinely in the research laboratory. Flexible modular design lets you adjust the system to meet your needs.

How? By measuring scattered light and fluorescence from individual cells, as they pass in single file through a laser light beam. The measured photometric values are electronically processed to provide total and differential cell counts, population histograms and a two-parameter scatter diagram, we call a cytogram.

The cell delivery system is revolutionary, too. The cells, suspended in medium, are surrounded by a laminar water flow that directs their course with great precision through the laser beam. This permits highest resolution measurements, even of small particles in the presence of large ones, while reducing clogging—one problem of present systems that depend on keeping a small diameter aperture unobstructed.

Why not see for yourself. Watch a demonstration of Bio/Physics Cytograf or Cytofluorograf on your cell populations, whatever they are. Once you do, we think you'll decide this is one revolution it pays to join.

Where and when is up to you.

Call or write: Bio/Physics Systems, Inc., Baldwin Place Road, Mahopac, New York 10541 (914) 628-7451.
HUMAN ERYTHROPOIETIN (ESF) ASSAYS
Hemagglutination-Inhibition

THE JCL ESF TEST is better in all ways

MORE REPRODUCIBLE AND SENSITIVE — able to detect as little as 2 MIU* human ESF/ml serum, urine or extract

FAST and ACCURATE — screening and quantitation each require only 2½ hours or less

SIMPLE TO PERFORM — a single technologist can easily perform 100 tests per day

ECONOMICAL — cost per test is approximately $1.00

*MIU — milli-immunochemical units

Information on other products:

* Neutralizing ESF Antiserum
* Digoxin HAI Kit
* Insulin HAI Kit
* ANA Kit
* Sheep ESF Kit
* Rabbit ESF Kit

For more information, please call or write:

JCL CLINICAL RESEARCH CORPORATION
Straw Plains Pike, Route 6 • Knoxville, Tennessee 37914
Telephone: (615) 546-0654
CELLS TO GELS WE PUT IMMUNOLOGY TO WORK FOR YOU!

PRODUCTS FOR GEL DIFFUSION
- RADIAL IMMUNODIFFUSION KITS
- ANTISERA
- PREPARED IEP, CEP AND OUCHTERLONY PLATES
- CONTROL SERUMS
- STANDARDS

PRODUCTS FOR CELLULAR AND AUTOIMMUNE STUDIES
- COMPLETE ANA KIT
- FLUORESCIN CONJUGATES FOR DIRECT AND INDIRECT ASSAYS
- HIGH F/P FLUORESCIN CONJUGATES (B CELL WORK)

DISCOVER THE QUALITY DIFFERENCE
Beautifully bound, thumb indexed for easy use, the 22nd edition of Stedman's Medical Dictionary contains

- 7,199 significant new vocabulary entries
- 24,877 important editorial revisions
- excellent color plates and illustrations
- an alphabetical index to subentries
- appendices, tables, eponyms, and synonyms
- a special section to help you get the most from your dictionary

1972 / 1,620 pages / $19.95

The Williams & Wilkins Company
428 East Preston Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21202
Materials for the Fastidious Radioimmunoassay of Human TSH...

The properties of the materials Calbiochem offers for radioimmunoassay of human TSH (Thyrotropin Stimulating Hormone) are described in the graph below. For new initiates, we summarize as follows:

SENSITIVITY: 1 microunit of TSH gives a 20% displacement of labeled TSH.

SPECIFICITY: Cross reaction of the antiserum with related pituitary peptide hormones is minor and due to contamination in the peptide isolates, not to the antiserum. FSH, Sample II crossreacts 5%; FSH, Sample I, but 1%.

COST: Materials for this test, including second antibody, cost less than 10¢/tube.

PACKAGING: 10,000 tubes in a set.

TRACER: We tell you how to iodinate your own. This does take half an hour but you can cut reagent costs about 90% and your tracer is always fresh. Not bad for half an hour of work.

PROTOCOL: Contact Lou Dilts and ask for document 3052B. Lou will send you our idea of a protocol for double antibody radioimmunoassay of TSH. Nothing fancy, just good old fashioned pipetting, centrifuging and counting in that approximate order.

Lou Dilts, c/o Calbiochem, Box 12087, San Diego, CA 92112.

ANTISERUM TO HUMAN TSH
Dose Response Curve and Cross-Reactions